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Opening 1 August: Relive More Good Times Together at
Tamassa Bel Ombre

Mauritius – Family holidays abroad are not the only way to spend quality time with loved ones when
there are plenty of adventures to be had close to home. From 1 August, Tamassa Bel Ombre will
welcome guests with even more creative, vibrant and playful Together You’ll Love experiences that
are designed for families, friends and couples looking to reconnect.
“Everything at Tamassa endeavours to
bring people together - from thoughtful,
unexpected in-room treats for sharing; to
children discovering the joy of friendships
with back-to-basics play time without the
distraction of digital devices,” said Stephan
Anseline, General Manager of Tamassa
Bel Ombre.
Immerse in the neighbourhood spirit around
the dining table where good food and drinks,
and even better conversation take centre
stage. With three dining establishments
and three upbeat bars to choose from,

banters will be kept flowing late into the night with live music and a specialty cocktail in hand.
Those looking to recharge after this extended stay-at-home period will have plenty of options at
santosha spa. Wellness at Tamassa is not just limited to restorative spa treatments; let go of sorrows
or regrets in a healing ritual; engage in a spot of laughter therapy to get those endorphins flowing; or
release stress with an aerial yoga session that will also improve flexibility, strength and stamina.

Collective Care: The Lux Collective’s Enhanced Global Hygiene and Sanitisation Measures
With the implementation of The Lux Collective’s enhanced global hygiene and sanitisation procedures
known as Collective Care, Tamassa Bel Ombre provides a safe environment that aligns with expert
protocols in consultation with SGS, the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification
company, in addition to strict adherence to local regulatory bodies’ guidelines.
Collective Care outlines clear and methodical standards of hygiene and sanitisation processes across
all departments so that our guests can continue enjoying their holiday in a comforting environment; and
our team members can feel assured and safe in their place of work. Learn more about Collective Care
here.
Reestablish and re-discover friendships whether it is a romantic escapade, family bonding experience
or a self-restorative journey you seek, Tamassa Bel Ombre offers a staycation experience you will want
to relive.
For more information or to make a reservation, visit tamassaresorts.com; email
reservation@theluxcollective.com or call (230) 698 9800/ 698 2727.
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About Tamassa Resorts
The moment you arrive at Tamassa all your troubles melt away. You are in your happy place. The surroundings are
colourful and vibrant. We have an action-packed list of things to do for you and the kids, whether you want to be
pampered like a pooch or sip on cocktails by the pool. We’re here to make you happy.

